
Developing Early Reading 
and Writing Skills



What is literacy?
 Literacy is an essential part of our everyday lives.

 It helps us to understand and interpret our world 
through what we see, hear, say, write and read.

 Early literacy skills start with babies discovering that 
they can communicate their needs through their first 
sounds, facial expressions and body language.



The Early Years Foundation Stage
 Communication & Language in the EYFS is a prime 

area, Literacy is a specific area, it depends on C&L

 In the EYFS-reading and writing make up the area of 
literacy. They are closely linked to each other



“Reading & writing float on 
a sea of talk”

 The process of making sense of marks & beginning to make 
your own marks…..starts with talk!

 Vocabulary is a strong indicator of reading success
 Reading & writing are closely interwoven. They require 

slightly different sets of skills but as the skills of reading 
develop, so do the skills of writing

 Literacy is closely linked with the earliest experiences of 
books and stories

 The interactions they have with things like books, paper 
and crayons & with the adults in their lives are the building 
blocks for literacy development



 Formal instruction which pushes  young children to 
achieve adult models of literacy (eg the actual reading  
and writing of words) is not developmentally 
appropriate

 Theory suggests focus should be on the enjoyment of 
books, positive interactions and literacy rich 
experiences



Stages of Reading and Writing
 Book Handling behaviours

 Looking and recognising

 Picture and story comprehension

 Story-reading behaviours



What can you do?
 Make sharing books part of every day
 Have fun with stories
 A few minutes is ok-don’t have to finish
 Talk or sing about pictures
 Let children turn the pages, its ok to skip
 Show them the front-talk about it
 Show them the words
 Bring stories to life, character voices, props & puppets
 Make it personal
 Questions, questions!
 Let them tell the story, retell and act it out



 Develop fine motor skills & gross motor
 Strengthen their fingers and hands
 Encourage the making of marks
 Model writing
 Not just pencils (sand, rice, squirty bottles, objects)
 Real life examples & environmental print
 Early phonics-phase 1 of “ Letters and sounds”
 Vocabulary 
 Nursery rhymes and songs and exploring rhythm
 Its ok to re read again and again
 Encourage them to talk about their marks
 Have a go attitude – its ok to get it wrong


